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Tina Fey Lives Two Doors Down
She imagines placing the man who almost loved her and the man who left her with a handful of
caraway seeds and a free closet of space in the same bathtub. She’ll scrub each one down until they resemble each other. Or one will yell I have soap in my eyes. She’ll open the drain and
salvage the fragments. Yesterday’s umbrella man left her with some jouissance but no kiss. His
lisp reminded her of what she felt for the knock-kneed janitor with too many mops. A bucket of
simple love will turn to ammonia and bleach.
Still the men without futures know her as Marie, a history of empty floors and closed lips made
of old wax. Behind locked glass doors the world is changed forever. As she walks down Bleecker, past the bistros and French bakeries, she drops crumbs down cracks, down shafts, down
sewer holes--to feed the hungry, the mice, the scavengers who ran from the altar. The world
beneath her feet--she still owns it.

John Grey

Debt
A man mutters to himself,
“If only I could pay off all that I owe,”
and he lifts off
as if gripped by some invisible hook.
But he knows that,
even in the cloudy sky,
the finance company
can see him-no one owing can ever truly hide-IOU’s are sculpted in the flesh.
He’s someone in decline.
He’s someone who sits with the old lady,
as he floats down into reflex action,
becomes her tears, disgust and dread.
Fear sweeps through the two of them
like hot wind through LA palm fronds.
The house, once voluptuous as Renoir,
is now Cubist,
all the roof leaks, mouse-holes, cobwebs,
rotting beams, peeling plaster,
visible at once.
A man mutters to himself,
“If only I could pay off all that I owe,”
as he burrows frenetically
down into the earth
like a mole on uppers.
Eventually, it works.
She buries him.
She inherits what’s left
of this poem.
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Where the Baby Went
I don’t want to call it a mole. There’s no hair growing out of it, or even around it. At first
I thought it could be a freckle, but now it’s almost like a scab. It has its own texture—separate
from skin, like sycamore bark—and I hope if I keep rubbing at it it’ll shed right off in my hand.
Judith noticed it on the back of my arm yesterday while we were watching Jeopardy.
“What is that?” she said, and I laughed because I thought that she was playing along, that that
was her answer. But then, “No, Roger.”
She put her face close and licked the pad of her thumb, tried to scrub the ashy speck
away. She went and got lotion from our room, slathered it in aloe, peroxide. But overnight it
grew. Now it’s the size of my thumbnail and has corners and begs to be looked at. I can only
see it clearly in the mirror, but there’s another starting to the left of my sternum where I can
just see it if I look down my nose sharp enough. They’re really most like scales.
Judith insisted on cleaning and dressing them again earlier today. I watched TV from bed
while she traced soft circles on my skin with her aloe-soaked fingertips.
Really I should be the one taking care of her and not the other way around. That’s why I
took leave from teaching history at the high school. I started using all the sick days I’ve saved
up because Judith is having trouble getting around, her belly blowing up as much as it has.
There are only three weeks left before summer anyway.
Judith won’t tell me how much weight she’s gained, but she’s ended up shaped like a turnip. Only seven months in and she looks primed to burst, set to unleash a litter.
She’s been waking up with cravings, or the baby has. I’ve been having them too. Yesterday it was lime Jell-O for her, pulled pork for me. The day before she asked for ketchup.
She squirted a thick line of it up the length of her finger and plunged it in her mouth up to the
knuckle. I sat watching, craving her, thinking of the last time her lips wrapped around me like
that. Pregnant women are supposed to be horny, but Judith hasn’t wanted to do much of any-

thing since she started showing. And now I’ve got these scabby things popping up.
This morning she asked for eggs, sunny side up. “It’s the look of them,” she said. “I want
them on a plate in front of me.” As if eggs were art. Two bites in and she was running for the
bathroom. She slumped on the tile, her chin on the lid.
“I’ll take a picture if all you want is to look at them,” I said.
She’d prop it on the nightstand next to the photo of us on our honeymoon. I hardly recognize her in that picture. Her ribs pop out below her bikini top like a teenager’s. Nobody could
tell the difference between the old and new me. Aside from these scales, I’m the same as I was,
only now I’m going to be a father.
~
“Does it hurt?” Judith asks the next night in bed.
“What?”
She turns away from the TV, to me. “Those things,” she says, pointing. There are a dozen
of them now.
“Not really,” I tell her.
“It either does or it doesn’t.”
I shrug. “Not when I don’t think about it.”
“We really should take you to someone.”
I swat her hand away from a new mark on my shoulder blade. “Now you’ve got me thinking about it. Forget it, it’s nothing.”
Judith heaves a sigh and heads for the bathroom. “I’ll call in the morning,” she says.
When I hear the faucet running I start groping around over my shoulder, feeling for the
rough patch. It’s already as big as a quarter and spreading. The scale on my chest is almost
three inches long. The truth is they only hurt when I scratch at them. I’ve tried prying them
off, hoping there’s still skin underneath so I can wedge a finger under and pinch and pull and
peel a seam like unzipping a jacket. Then maybe I could slough them off and be done with it. I
want to shrug the whole thing off.
~
I woke up this morning covered head to toe with more than I can count.
“I made you an appointment tomorrow,” Judith says, tossing the bottle of aloe onto the
mattress next to me. “The only opening they’ve got is at noon.”
I nudge the aloe away from me with the back of my half-closed fist. It’s hard to bend my
knuckles with these scales growing from them like knobs. “I’m not going,” I say.

“Stop acting like a child. They’ll give you some prescription is all.”
“Just make it for Saturday. It’s not like two more days will kill me.”
She shakes her head. “At this rate.”
“We’ll just see if it gets any better before Saturday.”
“My God, taking care of one baby’s enough to drive me insane.” Judith runs her hand all
the way around her stomach, drawing the Prime Meridian of her body as if to center herself.
“God knows what I’ll do when this new one’s born.” When she says that all I can think of is the
baby coming out like this, rough and lifeless as granite. “I’ll go with you and it’ll be nothing,”
she says. “You’ll take a pill and that’ll be it.” She comes over and kneels at the edge of the bed.
“I just want to know what this is,” she says. She doesn’t touch me, just leans in and looks, her
nose six inches from my thigh, which is rough as an elephant’s leg.
I’m scared to see a doctor, afraid he can’t stop me from becoming whatever I’m becoming.
What will we do? I’ll ask.
We’ll keep you at the zoo, you’ll have a terrarium.
I mean Judith and me. What will we do?
They’ll let her be the one to feed you.
~
Hair is coming out in clumps. My eyebrows have been gone since the end of the day I
skipped my appointment. I’m starting to think that maybe this isn’t just something growing on
top of skin—maybe it’s a new and permanent part of me, as much a part as my heart or tongue.
I scratch, but it just thickens like callus, rooting deeper and deeper in me. I couldn’t see a doctor now even if I wanted to. I can’t sit up in bed on my own, the scales are so thick. He’d have
to make a house call.
Judith says I look angry, that everything I say sounds snide. I tell her it’s not me, it’s this
skin. She says my attitude is my own, and babies can pick up on that sort of thing, even in the
womb. I’m covered in scales and Judith’s worried about negative energy being contagious.
“I can’t wait for the baby,” she says. “It’s a miracle isn’t it?”
I can’t even move enough to nod. “Just a little while longer,” I say.
She smiles. “It’s hard to believe even. There’s someone inside me. A whole new person.”
“I know.”
“Part you, part me. The best of both.”
I can’t imagine what he’ll be like, but Judith acts like the kid in her is literate. And the
way she talks to me it seems like she thinks I could learn a lesson or two from him. To me the

baby’s not even a him yet, just an it, an over-sized shrimp, way jumbo. It doesn’t have a thought
in its head. As far as I know the kid could be a brick. It’s been weeks since Judith called me
over to feel a kick, or rest my ear against her and listen for the faint heartbeat counterpointing
hers. In seven weeks she’ll go into labor and I’ll watch the doctors deliver some limp, reptilian
mass from her. A nurse will spank the kid’s ass and when he doesn’t start crying the doctor will
look over at me saying: He’s got your cheekbones, or Takes after his old man. Really all we’ll
have in common is festering skin and a woman we both miss being closer to.
Or I’ll be gone before the baby’s born, engulfed in this layer of crust, so stiff I can’t
breathe. Judith will wake up one morning next to a cold, hard plank. She’ll dig a hole in the
backyard and bury what were my feet in it. At first she might water me, treat me like a plant,
like something living, until it’s obvious I’m not growing and she gives up on me completely. It
won’t take long for her to forget altogether that I’m there. A few months, a fourth trimester
maybe. She’ll look out the window during breakfast and smile at how funny it is for a dead
stump to look almost like it has a face.
The baby might have grown hair by then, and he’ll have learned how to laugh. They’ll do
it together constantly.
Maybe it’ll be better with me gone. Judith will think how nice it is to have all that space
to just her and the baby. She’ll get fatter and jollier. She won’t miss me. The baby will be the
perfect replacement: like me, only softer and new.
~
I wake up to Judith crying, her eyes wide and wet, the comforter kicked down off her.
She has her fingers dug into the fleshy bulb of her very pregnant stomach and as soon as I look
I just know she’s all air inside, hollowed out like a dry gourd. She crooks her neck and looks at
me, and then I notice the blood-soaked sheets, the puddle I’m in. My scaled skin lays in a heap
at the foot of the bed. I’m all sinew and muscle, pink and raw. I sit up to lift my skin and look
under it. “Where’s the baby?” I say. Judith just keeps on crying and pulling at her stomach like
if she can rip it open the baby might appear there. “We’ll find him,” I say. I lean to kiss her on
the forehead but my lips are gone with the rest of me. My peck leaves a red smudge the shape
of an egg at the edge of her hairline. “Don’t worry,” I beg, twisting to position my feet between
her thighs. She spreads herself flat on the mattress and welcomes it. “Don’t cry.” I slide inside
her up to my knees, my waist, shoulders. I ease into every corner of the space in her, fill her up
completely so together we’re something almost whole.

Grooving:

A Conversation with Luke Pelletier
Soon Wiley
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Soon Wiley: You are originally from North Carolina, but have since moved to Chicago. How has
your art evolved since being in school, and what kind of influence has the art scene in the windy
city had on your own work?
Luke Pelletier: In high school, I was making art to get a reaction out of people. I was drawing
really gross/fun stuff to make my friends laugh. The first year I was in Chicago, I was really
pushing against the community and continued to make the same work I was making in high
school. Eventually, I realized that no one was laughing. I felt like I had to change the way I
worked as well as the way I judged the success or failure of the work. Now I’m just trying to
make work that I’m excited about and that I believe in. Some days I want to make conceptual
work and some days I want to make stupid drawings. I don’t think either one is more valuable
than the other. If I’m not having fun making something, I just walk away and do something else.
One of the strengths of your work is how it balances the absurd, comedic, and serious all at
once. Your work seems to accomplish this through your use of subject matter, color choice and
stylistic renderings. Is this balance or juxtaposition a conscious decision?
I pick my subject matter in a couple different ways. Sometimes I see something that I think
is interesting or funny and I just make paintings of it. Sometimes I have something I want to
say and I look for an image to represent an idea. And sometimes, I just goof off and don’t think
about it all that much. As far as color and style, I guess that’s been changing a lot. I think I’ll always paint, but I’ve been taking a lot more photographs, making music, and making sculptures.
I guess all of that just depends on what I feel like doing.
Three of the pieces in this issue of mojo include animals, which makes this the third issue in
a row to include animals, a strange but awesome coincidence. What makes you want to depict
animals in such humanistic ways?
I guess it comes from watching cartoons as a kid. I was really into TMNT, Street Sharks, The
Looney Toons, Ren and Stimpy, and other stuff like that. I’ve always drawn animals in one way
or another. I also like how certain animals have characteristics that are similar to people. So I
usually use them to make generalizations about people.

Are your works a social commentary of any kind, or are you trying to illicit a specific emotion
in your viewer?
Recently, my work has been pushing towards social commentary. I’m becoming a lot more conscience of how the world works, as well as how I think it should work. I’ve been making a lot of
art about that. With that said, I still make work from time to time that’s based purely off emotions.
As a visual artist in the digital age, can you imagine producing the kind of art you do without
things like tumblr, blogs, and the Internet in general?
Sure, I could paint without the Internet, but I wouldn’t be able to be a part of an international
community like I am right now. I use the Internet to keep people updated with what I’m doing and to talk to other artists about what they’re doing. It’s been super great! I try my best to
reach as far as I can. I have a few buddies out in Indonesia and another one in Australia that I
do shows with that I would have never met if it weren’t for the Internet. I try my best to take
the Internet and bring it into the real world. I do that by curating shows and meeting up with
artists.
You recently took a trip to Los Angeles. How did this trip influence your most recent work?
I was supposed to be out in LA all summer, but I ended up breaking my arm and having to come
home early. It was weird. Up until that point, I was thinking of myself as: “Luke Pelletier, The
Artist.” When I broke my arm and could no longer make art, I was forced to redefine myself.
I wrote a lot of music in that time. It really opened me up and made me realize I’m not an artist. I’m a person. And I can do whatever I want. Even if it isn’t considered art. It made me a lot
more experimental and I have a lot more fun now!
What projects are you currently working on now? Remember, this is your chance for complete
and unabashed self-promotion.
I’m working on a LOT of stuff right now. I’m working on a group show at Gallery F, in Chicago,
that will open early next year. This summer, I’ll be releasing a ‘zine at a group show with a

bunch of buddies of mine at New Image Art Gallery. And other than that, I finally started doing
commissioned work. In the past, I would turn it down because I just didn’t want to change what
I do to suit someone else’s needs, but I’m actually having a lot of fun collaborating with different bands/companies. It forces me to approach my art in new ways, which is always a good
thing!

Luke Pelletier is a young artist from North Carolina. He’s currently living and making work in
Chicago, IL. His work races through fragments of narratives, personal anecdotes, and generalizations about the world around him.
You can see more of Luke’s work here: http://lukepelletier.tumblr.com/

William Walsh
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In Celebration of Roy Orbison’s
Birthday
It was a sunny Monday, quite beautiful
by most accounts, the trees bending
and slapping against each other like drunks
trying to steady their drinks. I’d been up since 3:30,
cracking open the old yearbook like a stone. No consolation.
Then the lights flickered and the computer went blank,
nothing going the way I wanted.
Word stopped responding, like most of the world,
and maybe it was the unified field of everything
here to say, we don’t need anymore
of whatever you want to give us.
Then the disc jockey reminded me it’s Roy Orbison’s birthday
which brightened me up quite a bit until he played “Crying”
and I began to feel a little sad, worse than rotten
but not quite shitty until he played “Oh, Pretty Woman.”
I perked up again and thought of Julia Roberts
and that big friendly smile of hers
and how I bet she gives a great blow job, holding
her hair back with one hand and going to town
on Richard Gere, who someone once told me
I kind of looked like, but not as good.

Then I was told Roy Orbison was born in 1936,
the same year as my father, and it dawned on me,
how all these years I’ve loved Roy’s music
but gave my old man so much crap
about every little thing: not exercising, stop smoking,
stop watching so much t.v, don’t tell me how to hit a golf ball,
watch the cars in front of you, stop bitching about the English
and French being such assholes, stop telling me
the same stories over and over, be nicer to mom,
get over to the table and play Pinochle.
And then I realized further, here are two men within months
of being the same age, and yet, one was over the top coolness
and the other was my father, and if my dad had been Roy Orbison,
I probably would have hated every song he sang
because yesterday, my thirteen-year-old son called me a moron
and said I was out of shape and needed to make more money.
And then I realized, everything we do or say is shadowed
by a consequence, and much later in life, regret.
Then I remembered what someone said, that ever since childhood,
they have seldom heard a train go by and not wished to be on it.

Brandon Amico
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Thereafter
When she offers you the stick end of a drenched
piñata, it is unrequited love. She will tell you
it is a lever and boot for comedic purposes,
a sack of goldfish dripping because the water is
too much for the slow-moving atoms in the solid
fabric to hold. It is not. Know things by the names they are
not called, which spill from them in every look
thereafter. Know there as arbitrary, unaccountable, a useless
bicycle. Know after as a kind of travel, preparation,
a bindle on your shoulder, the separate and ever present
feeling that the ground under your feet
has moved as you were stepping down, though
you’d never know it. Though the earth is turning
and you walk anyway. The television keeps breaking
up and you have a whole ocean to unwrap
and a whole life in which to do it.

Howie Good

Autumn Sonata
Sometime during the night,
adolescent miscreants
decapitated the mailbox,
& the dog chewed up
the last thing worth reading.
God hid in the attic,
semi-white & waxed,
a color referred to
as Lighthouse Shadow.
The leaves have more or less
made up their minds to die.
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WHERE ALL OF THIS IS COMING FROM
I am lying in Kenny’s lap watching TV. He is mindlessly stroking my hair, and I am cooing. He looks down at me and says “It’s like you weren’t ever touched as a child.”
When I first moved to Mississippi for my last three years of graduate school, my boyfriend of the time was living in London. I remember going to get my hair cut just for the feeling of someone’s hand working its way across my head. I refused to talk to the stylists, partially because it lessened the feeling of being attended to, of being touched. When I started
sleeping around later, it wasn’t because of the sex or the thrill of secrecy, but rather because
one man rubbed his calf against mine under a table at a bar. The dizzying of neurons that
goosebumps the skin.
As a child, I don’t remember not being touched. I can recollect hugs and French-braided
hair, the way my grandmother’s arm would shoot out when she’d have to brake too hard, as if
the force of her matronly instinct could save me from rocketing through a windshield. My
middle sister and I had a standing back-rub date, and I can remember laying my head in my
grandmother’s lap the same way I am on the couch now, with Kenny, curled under an afghan.
Growing up, my grandmother practically raised me. Not in the traditional sense of living at her house and eating microwaved Tollhouse cookies (though I did do that for the summer between my fifth and sixth grade years), but every weekend of my childhood was spent
with her, where she made meatloaves and vegetable soup, and I’d spend my afternoons reading
books about horses on her couch. At night, we’d watch Jeopardy and The Golden Girls while
she scratched my back. She told me some things about my family history—my mother’s high
school days when she became a fanatical Christian despite my religiously ambiguous childhood,
the beagle they had that popped out her puppies in the yard one-by-one while she ran around
and around the house, the day my uncle (deaf since birth) shot my mother in the back with a BB
gun. Much later we talked about my grandfather’s infidelity, the summer he ran off with his

graduate student to California, the New Year’s Eve he came home drunk after leaving the department party with another woman, and how my grandmother left him passed out in the snow
on the lawn, refusing to unlock the front door.
I think about my mother and the last time she touched me, a little over three years ago
now. I was home visiting, and she hugged me on my grandmother’s front porch, her body emaciated from her new diet of muddy coffee and cigarettes. Two days earlier, we’d been shopping,
and she bragged that she wore the same size as me now, though her skin hung from her bones
like wet laundry. I couldn’t begrudge her the fact that she could fight with her twenty-four year
old daughter over who got which pair of size-four jeans, but I could feel her shoulder blades
through her shirt and shuddered.
It’s been almost three years since I quit speaking to her. In the last conversation we had, I
asked her how her job search was going. She told me she had a job. She solved murders.
“I can hear the dead like they’re calling to me. I found a body just last week that no one
even knew was there. The woman had been missing for years,” she said. Somehow, none of this
was particularly surprising.
“Also,” she continued, “I probably shouldn’t tell you this, but I’ve been talking to you.”
“Talking to me?”
“Yes. There’s a little girl who walks down the street, and sometimes she comes up to my
porch and she talks to me, but it’s you, when you’re five. She tells me that everything is going
to be all right with her when she’s grown up. And that’s why I don’t call much, because she tells
me how you are.”
This is not the first time my mother has told me these sorts of things, though this is perhaps the most startling comment she’s ventured in the last few months.
“Also, there’s a groundhog across the street. He talks to me too, with his little hat.”
“His hat?”
“Yes, he wears a little top hat when he talks to me.”
When I tell my grandfather, who since retired from the University of South Carolina
Psych department and now makes his money testing death row inmates, he simply wonders
aloud that I don’t believe that there are forces outside of our own known interactions. That I
don’t believe in the possibility of spirits or ghosts or angels.
“She was talking to a groundhog in a top hat.”
“Oh. She didn’t tell me that.”

When I was younger, my mother spent many years being the cool mom who’d take me
thrifting and adopt strays. She made jokes about being able to see up the stewardess’ skirts
when the planes would fly over our above-ground pool on their way to the nearby airport. She
had a tattoo and wore dreamcatcher earrings. She taught me to read tarot cards when I was
fourteen, and the house always smelled like jasmine incense.
This was when she was clean, though. When I was in the seventh grade, for a month she
did nothing but sleep in her caverned-off room, the blinds clicked shut, her head between two
pillows. When she did emerge, she’d stare off into the chain-linked front yard and chain-smoke.
At that point, it was just my youngest sister, Gracie, and me living there (the middle sister was
with her father, my first stepdad), and in that month, I learned how to cook spaghetti and tuna
casserole, to dress my sister for school, and keep the house straight, if not clean.
Two months later, she emerged and started going out for an hour or so at a time, always
carrying a little black book with N.A. gilded on the cover. I didn’t want to ask her about the new
change as it meant that she would also start cooking and talking to me again. She was nonchalant with her revelation—that she’d been a drug addict for most of my childhood, picking up her
first white chip just weeks before. That’s the thing about being a child. Your parents give context to your life, so when your stepfather tells you he’s smoking “daddy’s special cigarettes,”
you don’t question it. Or when you’re evicted from your house or the car is repossessed, you
believe your family when they tell you it’s because of the economy or because someone’s boss
was treating them unfairly again.
For the next ten years, it was one revelation after another. That she had had the affair
that broke up her and my own father’s relationship when I was two. That Gracie’s cerebral palsy was because my mom had been using during the pregnancy. That when I was eleven, she’d
wait until we went to bed and leave us alone in the house to drink at the country line-dancing
bar. That she’d been sleeping with our scuzzy neighbor who eventually raped my middle sister. Or how she finally left my first stepdad, Steve, because he started beating Gracie when she
was two, though apparently it was fine when he started hitting me at six and Allie at god knows
when.
After telling me for some time that the only drug she had done was marijuana, she made
a comment in the car one day, saying the only time she’d been consistently thin was when she
was doing a lot of coke. That’s how I learned things from her—not through weepy-eyed confession or those after-school special moments where someone sits on the end of a bed and tells the
other how they messed up and begs for their forgiveness. It was more like the afternoon at the

Kettle House, where she was thoughtfully cutting her waffles. I was home from college, ten
years after she got clean, and she mentioned that she thought Allie, who was fourteen then, had
started drinking.
“How do you know?” I asked.
“Some of my wine coolers have gone missing, and I know David hasn’t been drinking
them.” David was my newest stepfather. They met years back in N.A. He started doing cocaine when he was nine, living in Guam with his father who worked for the military. He had
been clean for nearly twelve years himself now.
I didn’t bring up the fact that if she had wine coolers in the house that meant that she had
been drinking, and even drinking wine coolers meant she had relapsed. My mother stirred
creamer into her coffee and continued talking, finally transitioning into how she had recently
bought pot from Steve.
“I didn’t like it anymore though. It made me paranoid and tired. I thought I saw geese in
the living room.” She lit a cigarette. “I guess that’s just not for me anymore.”
In high school, I refused to drink, smoke, or do drugs. I had gone to N.A. gatherings, and
my mother’s sponsor had done my hair for prom. I barbecued with recovery folks, babysat
their children, and helped my mother out around the house when she and David had meetings. I
had been raised into the culture of recovery. I could recite the Serenity Prayer and often used
their lingo when talking to friends about dating or body image issues—“If nothing changes,
nothing changes.” And here was my mother, calmly pulling on her cigarette in this Waffle
House knock-off, slyly confessing her first relapse in over a decade.
“I guess I’ll have to pick up a white chip,” she finally said. I didn’t know how to respond,
drinking my water slowly.
Many years before, I’d graduated high school early to leave home. I would make the
twice-yearly pilgrimage to South Carolina to see my family, but after the first visit, I refused
to stay with my mother. She had quit her job as a secretary the year before, and spent all day
watching television and chain-smoking indoors. Her tendency to take in animals meant there
were at least seven cats and four or five dogs roaming in and out of the house (they’d jump in
through open windows to eat and piss on the floor). My sinuses became so bad that I spent the
week running back and forth to the bathroom to find toilet paper to blow my nose. And she
never spoke to me, really; she just watched sitcoms and made pot after pot of cheap coffee.
In consecutive years, Allie had overdosed, got pregnant, got married, got divorced, and
got pregnant again (the second time with a guy named Hustle, who killed a rival gang member

in Pittsburgh and moved to South Carolina apparently to escape retribution). When Gracie was
sixteen, someone found out that her special-ed teacher had been physically abusing her, and
instead of driving her to a different school across town, my mother simply took her out of the
program five years before the state really approved. And my mother never went back to work
in order to stay home watching TV all day and “take care of the family.”
Before Allie got pregnant, the neighbor across the street (who took over the trailer that
used to be the house where the local KKK would make their robes) got knocked up and dumped
by her short-term boyfriend. My mother took it upon herself to make this girl her new project,
and when the baby was born, she declared herself the unofficial grandma. On the phone, she
said “It’s like she’s my third daughter.”
“Don’t you mean your fourth?” I said.
One of the few afternoons I saw my mother that year, she brought the baby with us to
lunch. The child cried through most of the meal, and I tried to tell my mother how excited I
was about the courses I was taking in school and how well I’d been doing in upstate New York.
She leaned forward across the table and said, “Quiet. You’re talking too loud.”
My first week in graduate school, my mother tried to kill herself. This is how I found out
about the pills. David called me to let me know she was okay. Apparently she’d eaten a handful
of painkillers and then called him to let him know she’d done it. It wasn’t the scene you’d imagine, where she’d be rushed off to the hospital in a neon ambulance then raced through the halls
on a gurney, head lilted to the side. Instead, David picked her up from the house, and they went
to the ER where she sat glass-eyed, waiting for them to pump her stomach.
When I found out, I didn’t know what to say to anyone. I had just moved to Illinois with
my boyfriend of the time, and we were constantly fighting. In fact, I got the phone call in a bar
with my new colleagues after our second day of grad school boot camp. I walked out from the
pub into the August-bright Champaign afternoon and stared dully across the street while David
explained what had happened. I told him I couldn’t come home then—as I had when Allie had
overdosed at 15 and gotten thrown into the psych ward for a month—and that I hoped she was
okay. I stood on the sidewalk afterward, shaken, until someone came out from the bar and offered to give me a ride home.
It was soon after that they found out she’d been taking not only her own medication, but
David’s and Gracie’s and Allie’s. When she got out of the hospital, she did pick up another white
chip, but this time recovery didn’t stick. By the time the house was repossessed two years
later, she had racked up over forty thousand in debt. Apparently, a few years before, a credit

counselor told her that if she filed for bankruptcy it’d take longer for her credit to get better
than if she just let the creditors call, thus the incessant brrr-ing of the phone in the house for
years.
The forty thousand didn’t even count the four thousand that she’d stolen from me when I
was eighteen. I’d dropped out of college for two years, and the school mistakenly sent a refund
for my tuition. Of course, I didn’t know about it until I needed transcripts to apply for grad
school, and my previous institution refused to release them, claiming I still owed the university
several thousand dollars. When I called my mom to ask her about it, it was naively. This was
when I was still in New York, and when I asked her about the money, she said she knew nothing
about it.
“I remember getting some mail from the college, but I just forwarded it to you or threw it
away,” she said.
“That’s odd. I never got a check back.”
So I called the registrar again and again until I finally made them send me a copy of the
check. When it came in the mail, I was crestfallen to see my mother’s signature scrawled
across the back. For some reason, the school had made the check out to her, despite the fact
that she’d never paid a cent toward my education. When I confronted her with the physical evidence, she admitted that she’d taken it just as nonchalantly as all of her previous confessions.
And this wasn’t all of it, to be sure. There was her shipping of Gracie off to Pennsylvania
to live with her abusive father. There was the stint in a homeless shelter. There was the year
when she refused to pay for garbage pick-up and simply piled the bags in the front yard and
covered it with a tarp—also her solution for the busted septic tank in the front yard.
Everything I hear about my mother now, though, I hear through my grandmother. When
the house was repossessed she moved out to Missouri with David, who’d gotten work there. She
eventually left him, or he left her, I can’t remember. When her money ran out, she called my
grandfather, who drove out, packed up her belongings (which consisted of mostly flea market
junk and a large bag of rocks), drove back to Columbia, and left her on my grandmother’s front
porch.
When I was nineteen, I quit talking to my father as well. We’d had a mostly phone relationship since I was young, though I did spend a few weeks at Christmas and summer in
Florida with him, where I became a theme park connoisseur because he had no other idea what
to do with me. In the sixth grade, my mother finally left Steve and sent me to live with my father in Lakeland for a year. He continued his cluelessness about how to care for a pubescent

sixth-grader who was getting taunted for not shaving her legs and called “Moby Dick” on the
bus because she was still shedding her baby fat. I spent most of my hours alone or digging up
freshwater clams at my friend’s house, throwing rocks at the alligators in her pond and learning anorexia first hand.
Years later, I found out that he had lied to me about there being no money to help me
through college. Apparently I had a $50,000 trust set aside by his parents (amusing rich folks
who drove Porches and lived on a private island in South Carolina), but they wanted me to work
to pay for my own education, to bring out that bootstrap-pulling American spirit. When my
father told me this, I snapped, asking him who he thought I was. What sort of entitled childhood
he had blindly believed I had grown up in, living off food stamps, raising my sisters in a doublewide trailer on a dirt road, watching our cars get repossessed, and having to move out of houses
in the middle of the night? It was easy to stop talking to him, though he continued to call my
grandmother drunk, telling her what a gold-digging and ungrateful child I was.
People ask me all the time if it’s hard not talking to my parents. I tell them it’s easier. In
the last conversation I had with my mother, after the groundhog, the psychic crime solving, and
the kid-version of me forgiving her in some Christ-like manner, I finally called her out. For her
selfishness. Her neglect. Her utter inability to care about anyone other than herself. She sat
quietly on the other line, and finally said, “I don’t know why you’re so angry or where all of this
is coming from.”
Kenny looks at me suddenly as I prattle on about my mother’s recent shenanigans in Columbia that are driving my grandmother to a near nervous breakdown, and he says “I don’t ever
want to have to meet your mother.”
When I was a child, I didn’t understand why people had to love their families. It seemed
silly that family would get a free pass when everyone else has to earn that love, that trust. That
while some people hold your chubby child hand crossing the street and others curl your hair
into a brambly and beautiful disaster for a high school dance, still others crack their palms
against your face or bend a belt into a swift whip. Some show you with their own hands how to
knead the air out of bread. Some grow old but still hug you in airports like you have been lost
for years. Some tuck the tag back into your shirt, brush cigarette ash off your coat, or hold
your wrist cautiously to check the time while others grip your hand suddenly across a table
while you tell them these stories and squeeze it till you feel blood.
Kenny walks over to the couch where I am and sits next to me. He tucks my hair behind
my ears, and I curl into his body.

Amy Ratto Parks

Triptych
I. The Barmaid’s Hands
are small and hot and smell like hops and yeast.
She calls for the cow-eyed girls with sunken cheeks,
ship’s come safe, come ready
and the wooden room is swollen
of hands and mouths
women with shirts that happen open
to the breasts beneath, and dresses below the table
lift to the knees beneath
that happen open
and men who imagine the burden of so many buttons
all that fabric in their hands, all that skin.
Her hands hold the glasses like anchors,
ale wet and sticking, and all she can see is the waterline
come up against her. She will put stones
in her pockets and wait until she is below the water,
until she is a sunken something-until her hair floats up, and she has swallowed half the sea:
the plankton, the eel, the giant monkfish
content in her because they feed on her
and she gives herself over to be eaten,
by even the smallest, pecking mouths.
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II. Send Them through the Swinging Gate
walk them to the sickhouse. Let them lay alive
in a sheetless bed, let them hear across the curtain
and imagine something more intolerable.
Something to call out from. To beg off.
Let them wait for her to bring the tonic
the sweet swearing off of all this hay work
and hot relentless day. You can be sure she’ll come.
It is always this: the feverline rises or the lungs fill
or the mind’s bridges collapse
or the great thick heart grows too thick of itself
and the eyes wander or panic or fade.
They open and close their hands and that field-worn
boat-worn skin cracks into tiny pink mouths,
silent and falling open as they rest.
As she sits she appears to be sewing
while she waits for the breaking, the sudden snapping off.

III. The Sun a Stone to Crack
and a horse beneath it
and beneath it, the field and the turned earth
ready for seed, and the barmaid
is lighter for the loss
as though she could mount
upon those folded shoulders up and up and
into blue edifice /wind ladder/ broken sky.
She is lighter for the breaking
			

as though she fell away

from the report of the thing come back against her.
Later she’ll kneel to pull dianthus and tansy.
Pushing her fingers into the black dirt,
she reaches for the tap root and waits
for the tiny let-loose ripping.

Andrew Koch
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Brick-woman
burns the bread again, pats cream on cake and green-water patches of skin where it looks like
catfish sucked at her bones. She takes the dogs to the shallow lake and stares at the kitchen that
is hers or very much like hers, dark in the water. The dogs play until they swell with cancer
and brick-woman feels too guilty to run them or splash them in puddles. She has stopped trying
to grow things. Her old man tractors around the yard, divines holiness from AM radio voices.
At night she hears him shake the chickens into feather-dusters. In a wet glow of tap water too
hot to feel, brick-woman bathes the cups and plates as if they could have been her children.
She dries this one’s cracked lip and this one’s crooked handle. She cries when she thinks of her
mother and puts bread in the oven.

Shaping Stories in an
Electric Landscape:
An Interview with Pam Houston
Dan Calhoun
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Pam Houston’s story “The Best Girlfriend You Never Had” was picked by John Updike for
Best American Short Stories of the Century. She’s the author of the 2012 novel Contents May
Have Shifted, as well as Cowboys Are My Weakness, Sight Hound, Waltzing the Cat, and essays
collected in A Little More About Me. Her stories have been selected for the Best American
Short Stories and the O. Henry Awards, and, among other honors, her longer work received the
Willa Award for contemporary fiction.
On Monday, October 1st, author Pam Houston participated in Wichita State University’s
Reading Series, sponsored by the Department of English and the Ulrich Museum. Pam was kind
enough to sit down with mojo staffer Dan Calhoun for a conversation about her latest novel,
Contents May Have Shifted, her writing process, and her experience with MFA programs.

Dan Calhoun: You’ve written in a variety of genres: short story, non-fiction, novels, and essays.
How do you adjust creatively when you switch from writing stories to writing a novel or
writing essays to writing stories?
Pam Houston: Not greatly. Ha. For me writing in any genre basically happens in the same way.
Often I don’t think too much about what it is until I’m well into it. All of my work starts with
paying strict attention out in the world and waiting for something to suggest itself to me as
writing worthy, and I don’t mean in terms of a big plot or a big story. I just mean tiny things
that attract my attention. I was keeping track of billboards on the way here (Wichita), and for
someone who lives in California, where the billboards have a certain angle, it was really amazing how many there were and what they were saying, so I kept recording into my phone the
words they said. That might not be a story in itself, but it might be an undercurrent in a story.
That’s an example of how I collect things. It could be the way light reflects off of water or a conversation overheard in a coffee shop.
There’s one people keep talking about from my most recent book. I was lucky enough to go to
a Tibetan sky burial and see these bodies torn apart by vultures. For me it’s about paying attention and bringing these little units to a page. I call them glimmers. I’m not too happy about
the word glimmer because it suggests a certain kind of prettiness, and it’s also a soft word, but

that’s what I’ve been calling them for twenty years now.
I see glimmers of different sizes and different shapes. Sometimes they seem wholly unrelated
to one another. Often they do. But those are often the building blocks of whatever it is. Then
I start to place them on the page and start to combine them. I start to place them next to each
other: in a row, in a square, in a ball. That’s when it starts to suggest to me what it is. Is it short
short length? Story length? Is it novel length? How many glimmers might this attach to?
In terms of the fiction/non-fiction question, which I can talk about for three hours, because all of
my stuff begins in a certain lived experience, it becomes a matter of thinking from whose point
of view do I want to tell this story? If I want to tell the story from the Mongolian guide’s point
of view, then it’s going to be fiction. If I’m going to tell it from my point of view, since I was in
Mongolia with this guide for twenty-one days, then (I ask) is it an essay or is it a story? My partner Greg and I went to Mongolia and had this crazy, crazy guide who was in charge of our wellbeing for twenty-one days. Ha. That’s the next story I want to write. I don’t know. Is it from his
point of view? Is it from my point of view? From a woman traveling in Mongolia with a guide’s
point of view? Do I want all the near disaster which almost happened, or do I want the reader to
feel they happened—in which case it’s fiction? There are all these questions which come up for
me, but I really kind of attack them as they arise. Sometimes I change my mind back. I think
this is fiction, then I say, no, this is really an essay. Then I have to change things back to what
really happened. So, for me, it’s really about letting the power, the metaphoric potential of the
glimmer, be the first thing. Then I ask how are they going to be combined; what are they going
to be combined with? The shape starts to suggest itself to me much later. I thought that I would
always write stories because I knew how many glimmers made them. For my first three books,
I was just writing stories because I knew you gathered roughly that many glimmers and that
makes a story. I really felt I would never write a novel because I thought writing a novel would
mean a whole different process. But it didn’t. Not for me. It became a matter of elongating the
arc and dividing it into portions that I could manage while still letting that larger arc exist,
which in fact it did, in the books of short stories. Especially Waltzing the Cat has an arc even
though it’s technically a book of stories.
I think a really great short story collection should, in a way, always have a kind of narrative arc.
The way it’s selected. The order.

Sure. Like a book of poetry.
I love the idea of how you see it visually. That’s really interesting.
I really do. I see it so visually sometimes it’s hard for me to make sense of it when other writers
talk about an outline or when they talk about it as if it were made out of language, and I know
it is made out of language, but to me, inside my head, I ask is this story operating on the slinky
principle, the spirograph flower principle, or the Rubik’s cube principle? I really see it. When I
talk to visual artists, they make a lot more sense to me about their own process. When you see
a really big painting, you see those big lines. Those shapes. Here’s a triangle. Here’s a square.
That’s how a story is inside my mind. I’m really thinking of the form in geometric terms. For a
long time, I’m sort of feeling shapes with various pieces of the story.
Fascinating. That’s an interesting way to approach it.
I didn’t know that until I started talking to visual artists. Then I realized we were having a
conversation that makes a lot more sense to me. Like if I talk to a writer, and they say, “Oh I
start with a character,” I honestly don’t know what that means. I believe them. But I start with
144 small boxes in groups of twelve with different shape boxes dividing the twelve. That’s really how I start. That’s how I started the last book. That’s how I start all the books. I’ve talked to
ceramicists in terms of framing and that all makes total sense to me. Not, I have a plot or I have
a character. That language is kind of dead to me.
Now I want to shift the focus. I noticed you’re involved with both a traditional MFA and a lowresidency program. Would you recommend one style over the other? Next, as someone heavily
involved with MFA programs, how do you respond to the general criticism that people level
against them?
I’ll start with the first half. Before I taught in a low residency program, I really thought that it
had to be a lesser experience. I thought, well, that’s MFA-light. Now that I teach in one, I would
not be so quick to say that. In certain ways, some of my low-res students get more of my attention more consistently. Just because of the volume of the packets. Whereas with my high- res

students, I see them for one quarter then I might not see them for ten weeks. It’s very different.
It’s a very different kind of attention. Now what I think my low-res students miss out on which
in my mind is possibly the most valuable thing about the MFA is their peers. Being wrapped
around the other writers. Being all wrapped around: living , sleeping, dreaming, writing for two
years.
How often does your low-residency program meet?
We meet twice a year for ten days. I teach at Pacific. Those times are very intense. Lot’ of camaraderie. It’s only ten days. It’s like a writer’s conference or Bread Loaf. Their minds kind of
get created together. When I think of myself as a grad student – this might have been just my
program – but I learned so much from my fellow students. Many of whom have gone on to do
fantastic things: Debra Monroe, Chris Merill, Scott Caryn, Mike White, Katie Kohls. There are
so many writers who went on to publish and really stuck with it. We learned much more from
each other than our teachers, if I had to say. I think some of the low-res students miss out on
that. There’s a way where you start to take yourself seriously as a writer if you’re surrounded
by writers 24/7 that low-res students miss out on. These people will go home to their wives and
their kids and their jobs. They don’t have anyone saying we support you as a writer. Well, maybe they do if they’re lucky. So, I think that’s a real draw back.
But in terms or real attention to their work from faculty, they are not at a deficit. I don’t think
they read as much real literature, or I don’t think they’re held to it the way you guys are .
Do students in low-residency programs have to take literature courses?
No. They do have to read twenty books a semester and write reading commentaries. That’s not
the same as having to sit in the pressure of the classroom and speak intelligently about them, I
don’t think. It’s a lot of books. Twenty is a lot. The ones who are good critical thinkers and good
readers are getting a lot out of them, but for the ones who aren’t, there is no way to catch up.
I think, if it suits your lifestyle, it’s a lot better than I thought. But I don’t think it substitutes
for that total immersion. These are the two years I’m going to take myself serious as a writer
and see if I’ve got anything.

In terms of the criticisms. I assume what you mean by that is the “workshop story”?
I’ve seen people talk about how programs are insular, but definitely the issue I’m thinking about
is the “workshop story.”
I don’t really believe in the workshop story. My students are doing wildly different things from
each other. If there’s a problem, I would say it’s that we’re making all these writers, but we’re
not making all these readers. If everyone who is studying writing bought and read twenty-five
hardcovers a year, our ecosystem would be healthy. There is all this attention to craft, whereas
in the old days, you picked up everything Faulkner ever wrote and that’s how you became a better writer. A craft lecture is no substitute, I don’t think. The danger of all these MFA programs,
particularly the low-res ones, is that if the people teaching in them are forced to give a lecture
every six months, it’s all craft, craft, craft. At AWP last year craft was the big word coming out
of everybody’s ears; that makes it really easy for people to say things that aren’t true. Like you
shouldn’t write in the second-person, or you shouldn’t write in the first-person present tense.
You shouldn’t write in the third-person present tense. There are all these things being said. You
shouldn’t have two flashbacks in one scene. Dialogue shouldn’t go on for more than two pages.
There are so many things being said that blow my mind. There’s pressure on people giving
these craft lectures, so they have to come up with something to say. There aren’t—we’ve all
known for a long time that the only rule is that there are no rules, and the person telling you
there are rules is lying to you. That person may be sick of the second-person, but that doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t write in it if your story is asking for the second-person. I mean honestly, if
I had a dollar for every person who said in a class, “I know we’re not supposed to write in the
second-person.” I mean, who told you that? Second-person, just for instance, is the language
of the American street corner. “You’re sitting there and this guy comes up to you.” That’s the
second-person. That’s how we talk here. The idea that we shouldn’t write in it is absurdity. Now
you can say, “I prefer not to read stories in the second-person, but that’s different than telling a
class you shouldn’t write in it. Likewise, every rule that’s ever been made. The reason we love it
(writing) is because there are no rules. So, I worry about that. This pressure on craft. This idea
you can get an MFA and then you’re trained to be a writer. That all of that is leading to this bad
information. Then I just worry that we’re not buying any books and we’re not making any readers. In terms of the workshop story, I don’t believe in it. Now, I have seen stories and you can

tell it’s a product of a workshop. It’s got a little sexual abuse, Greek mythology, a little Katrina.
You can see stories that feel like it was made by committee, but not that often. It can happen in
the first semester because everyone is trying to please their teacher but after that, I think everyone finds their rhythm.
I noticed when I went to your website that you also have a facebook fan page and a twitter.
How important is social media for the modern writer, in terms of reader interaction?
I’ve never been asked that question, which is amazing, I realize. I just got on twitter and facebook in anticipation of this book coming out. I had avoided it. Like the plague. I was convinced
by my publicist at Norton. Nobody made me do it. It was suggested to me I would be shooting
myself in the foot if I didn’t. I think that’s right. I don’t know how much good it does. I have
found it much less painful than I thought I would. I have gotten invited to do readings and stuff
directly because of it. I’m sure of it. I actually love to take pictures. I posted about driving
through the Flint Hills and how beautiful it was. People were like, “Pictures please.” But I didn’t
have time to take pictures. Ha. It’s kind of fun.
Have you heard of instagram?
Yeah, I’ve heard of instagram.
Maybe that should be your next one.
Maybe I have enough. I like Twitter because it’s a form. I like 140 characters. One of my favorite things to do as a writer is to compress, so I enjoy that actually. I’ve found some really cool
things on twitter. That I didn’t know about what’s happening in the world. I have to say it’s been
less painful than I thought. It’s been kind of an incredible time-suck. Now that my tour is almost
over and I’m going to go back to writing, we’ll see. I think it will help the paper back now that I
have several thousand followers. I still cringe at that word. I think if you’re Cormac McCarthy
you don’t have to, but I think for the rest of us, you’re doing your book a disservice if you don’t.
Recently, Jeffrey Eugenides talked about the genre versus literary fiction debate and reignited
the criticism of the inherent bias institutions have toward works by women. They review less

fiction by women. Do you have any thoughts on commercial versus literary fiction? What do
you see as the difference, and as a woman, what has your relation to the critical establishment
been?
That’s a minefield of a question. I’ll just tell the truth. I’ve never expected it. I’ve never expected to be reviewed. It has been my experience that a lot of male fiction writers don’t read
women. I guess therefore it would follow that a lot of male reviewers don’t review women. I
think when you’re a literary writer of any kind, you know that you’re going to be marginalized.
It’s kind of like, how far are you going to be marginalized?
I do think that, for me, I don’t read what I would call straight genre fiction. It’s not really because I’m snobby about it. It’s that because there is so much literary fiction that I want to read,
so if I started reading mysteries, historical fiction, or crime books, that would just be a whole
‘nother stack of literary books that I couldn’t read. I really like to read literary books. I do. I
like some cross-over books. I don’t know if we call dystopian futures genre books, but I’m really tired of those. Maybe I shouldn’t be because that’s where we’re headed. For me my taste is
much more toward mainstream literary fiction with some hyper-real elements thrown in. I like
these young writers. I like Karen Russell. I like what she’s doing. I like Kelly Link. I love this
book Battleborn. Have you read it?
No, who is it by?
Claire Vaye Watkins. What I do is I read young writers. As a teacher, I’m thrilled by young writers who make it.
This kinda moves into my next question. Are there any undervalued writers you’d like to
recommend?
Certainly this Battleborn book. She’s going to do just fine. She has a review in the New York
Times, but short story collections need all the help they can get. I think it is to Nevada as Rock
Springs is to Wyoming. I think it’s going to be the classic Nevada book of all time. It’s sensational. It’s the best book I’ve read all year. I haven’t read Richard Ford’s Canada yet. It’s in my bag.

I thought there were a lot of great books by women. I loved Terry Tempest’s new memoir, When
Women Were Birds. I loved Wild. This book that’s been a gillion seller. I don’t usually read memoir, but I’ve read a lot this year. A couple of books by young men I’ve read this year: Net Ties,
The Infinite Tides, and Resolution. That’s what I try to do. I try to keep up with new literary fiction by younger writers.
Do you think that enough younger people are making an effort to read new literary fiction by
younger writers?
No.
I’ve been thinking a lot about that lately. For the most part, I don’t think I’ve been reading
enough by the people a few years older than me. Should I be reading more fiction by people just
a few years older than me?
I think you should. That’s how we keep the whole system going. Someone’s got to buy books.
If we don’t, who is going to? Not the general public. They don’t read anymore. If they do, they
read books on the New York Times best seller list. Most of those books aren’t in the neighborhood of literary. If you guys want to get yourself published, you got to read. You got to buy
books. It seems obvious.
I buy lots of books.
But You don’t read them? Ha ha.
Ha. I feel like social media is rotting everyone’s attention.
True. Underappreciated writers in general. There’s a poet who I think doesn’t get read enough.
His name is John Davis. He teaches at Santa Fe. Probably the most underappreciated fiction
writer is Ron Carlson. He’s terrific: mostly short stories.
How many books to you read a month?

Depends on the month. Can we say a year?
Sure.
I would say about fifty books a year. Depends on the month. Some months ten books. Some, one,
if I’m lucky. I’m reading a lot of manuscripts. The number would count books I’m reviewing,
but not books I’m helping.
There’s a lot of talk that it’s more difficult to publish short stories than novels. Would you say
it’s harder to be a short story writer than a novelist?
Yes and no. People say it’s the hardest time ever for short stories, but my short stories have
sold hundreds of thousands of copies. I’m sort of a bad example. By far my biggest seller, my
first book of short stories gave me my whole career. There’s probably some validity to that
claim, but I will say this: that guy Christian Kiefer who I mentioned, he wrote that novel Infinite
Tides. I did a few readings with him to partly draw attention to his novel. That’s his first book.
A novel. At that time, several different book store owners told me, “I hope we get some people
in the store.” A first novel is the hardest thing to get attention to. That surprised me. I thought
it would be a book of short stories or poems. They said, “No, the literary people know about the
short stories.” But novelists who write in isolation don’t have a built-in community that poems
have in towns. So I don’t know if it’s best to start with short stories. This book Battleborn had
some stories placed in good magazines, so there was some talk about it before it came out.
I’m starting to wander, since people have reduced attention spans, are short stories making a
comeback again?
Maybe. This conversation has been going on. You know my book was published twenty years
ago. This conversation has been going on for so long. Everyone has no attention span. Well
that’s what we said twenty years ago. We said this is the worst time for short stories. We said
this is the worst time for publishing. We said that twenty years ago. Now, I get that it may be
even worse now. Our attention spans may be even shorter, but this isn’t a new conversation. I
think the thing to think about – I’ve had the good fortune to know the singer Jackson Brown –
one time before an election I was ranting; he shook his head and said to me, “Pam, politics have

always been corrupt. This isn’t the dawn of corruption. They’ve always been corrupt. Even
the ones you love.” I think of that a lot. I think of how we’re marginalized. Artists are. Even
famous artists. We’ve decided to do this really weird thing. Write stories about normal people
living normal lives which is completely bizarre compared to say bears killing people. We want
to write these little angsty stories about people having their emotions. Does it matter if 200
people read it? Or 2000? Or 20000? Obviously you want to make a living. What you really want
from publication is the right to publish again. To want more than that is a little unrealistic. It’s
also like if you want to be famous, why didn’t you go into rock music? We want the freedom to
be strange, quirky, and experimental. The freedom to think we’re breaking new ground. Then
we can’t want everyone to love us unconditionally. What I always wanted from writing (is this
freedom), which is why I don’t get on this bandwagon, whoever thought I was entitled to be
reviewed or read? Honestly that’s how I feel. I’m grateful I have this audience. A darn good one
and a loyal one. This allows me to write the next book. People think this is in the bag because of
Cowboys but Cowboys was a long time ago. I have to get people interested in the book. That’s
why I’m on the road. We’re all just piecing it together. I think you write what you write. If what
you write is a book of stories, which I think is a really good place for writers to start, not every
writer. There are fewer parts to juggle. That idea of compression. How can you make it happen
in a short space? Some people just aren’t short story writers they’re going to go straight to a
novel. But I think, if you’re just finding your way, short stories are a good place to start. If you
get them to a magazine with a circulation of 800, awesome.
There’s 800. Would a novel sell for more? Maybe. The book of short stories with a little following – that’s a path to follow too. You might be prepared to write a novel a few years down the
road. I think the most important thing is to write the book you’ve got. That’s hard enough. Then
hope it can have as big of a life as it can. With the understanding that we’re making all these
choices to insure that it stays small. As soon as you sell one million copies people think you’re
not smart. You know what I mean. “Well that book must have been terrible if it sold one million
copies.” We all think that. Admit it. I’ve watched Cheryl Strayed, my friend. She wrote Wild. It’s
a good book. It’s a surprisingly good book given how many copies it sold. See. We all think that.
Where is the cutoff line? Do we want to sell 20,000 copies? Is that the ideal number that makes
us still smart but also rich?
I’ve been thinking about this stuff in a big way since I’ve been out on tour. When you’re on tour,

which I’ve been since February sixth, you become a salesman and not a writer.
Do you write on the road?
A little but not much. It’s too much energy. I love to tour. I like to be out with book, to meet
all my readers – I love all of that. I’m a happy traveler. I even like airplanes. I’m ready to go
home and write again so I feel like a writer and not a book salesman. That’s another thing the
MFA program has done – it’s made us all into book salesman. We’re all like, “The marketing the
marketing.” It used to be so uncool to talk about that stuff. When I first started publishing, and
I still have this habit, I don’t ask about how many copies are sold because the writer is not supposed to think about that. The writer is supposed to write.
What novel, poem, or short story collection shaped you the most as a writer?
I was just asked this question by one of my students in August. What I said then was A Light
in August. Ha. Yeah. I know I don’t write anything like Faulkner, and I’m not even exactly sure
why I said it. It just feels like the book. I could have also said, The Sun Also Rises or Portrait
of an Artist, but I just know for sure it was this class I took on modernism as an undergrad. I
had this great teacher which some people say the dead poet society guy was based on because
Michael Eisner went to my college. But I don’t know if that’s true. Anyway, it was reading the
modernists which made me think, “Oh my God. This is magic what happens here.” So that was
what got me excited about the whole enterprise.
To answer the question slightly differently. Ron Carlson and Lorrie Moore in combination. You
can see the relationship between my work and Lorrie Moore’s and Ron Carlson’s. They were doing things much later when I was actually trying to be a writer in grad school. I would say, “Oh,
I can do that. I know how to do that.” Which is not at all what I said when I read Light in August
as an undergraduate. When I read Light in August, I was like, “Wow this is miraculous.” Which
is not at all how I felt about Moore or Carlson. I said, “Oh that’s not so hard. I see how that
works.”
Thanks for taking the time to talk with us.

Katy Gunn

g o to TA B L E O F CO N T E N T S

Enjoying the many chores of the
holiday house
Gitta wants to hear about the gentleman who owns the house again, mostly his pretty little
wife, because Gitta wants to play dress up with lady clothes. Do not set your heart on a big bed
before you have measured your yarn, Gitta.
Though you will be such a good helper sister for my job in the house, being so pretty and
thorough in dusting that no unwelcome fibers will lodge in the weave of the clothes worn by the
vacationing couple. You have such a pretty face! They will pat it and give you gloves to try on.
No, they won’t be there all the time. This is a holiday house, specially kept for vacations, me
to be the keeper with you my helper sister. No, you cannot use their absence to play dress up
with lady clothes. Unless of course they say you can, which they very well might, pretty sister.
We will stay in back or basement rooms otherwise, but it will still be a holiday house for us, we
are going on holiday.
Gitta imagines drawers full of lemon fancy dresses sewn from lace. She wants me to describe holiday clothes. I warn her against wishing for lace when warm stockings are still to be
woven, but she can play with the doily afghans till it is time to sell. Gitta wraps them around
her like gowns before their folding and delivery, feeling cold coming in through the open stitches but she is young enough to be happy nevertheless. Pretty silly Gitta.
Being maids will give us shelter warm and sure as wool, no gaps in the walls like in our saggy house. I will not have to crochet all our afghans tight and plain with single crochets and two
lines of yarn on the hook. Good walls will help keep out the winter, and then I can make us some
prettier blankets, Gitta, petal mesh or feather and fan stitches all your own.
Though you know single crochets do not make a bad pattern. They are the way of my sister
and me, knotted tight and constant together, made of sheep yarn from mountains and cotton
yarn from fields side by side in every stitch. The combination making the afghan better in texture and greater in ability to withstand cold and other displeasures. Gitta and I are side by side,

so close our minds are the same as one mind.
Pull this afghan tight around you for tonight so you will sleep warm and ready for the holiday house. Look how pretty the colors spiral together. Every blue loop holds a green hand.
It is impossible to tell if the woman who told Hedy of the housekeeping position is actually real. Hedy says she sold her a petal mesh afghan and they sat
down to have tea. Hedy says they ate cinnamon biscuits and the woman, who
called herself Aunty, wore pearls.
I ask Hedy for Aunty’s real name. Hedy doesn’t know. She has yet to see the
house or meet its owners, but she is packing to leave in the morning.
Hedy has made up fanciful stories before. They make her feel better, I understand that. I too would like to pretend our hovel is anything else. Hedy is packing
her yarn in sacks though she doesn’t know Aunty’s real name.
Hedy has been my sister, mother, father, and nurse. Because of her crochet
work we have milk and bread to eat. And she has her crochet work, which keeps
her relatively calm. What do I have, after dinner is eaten?
After dinner, I take long walks to look at houses. Hedy shouts after me to take
care and come back soon. Finn meets me behind the old gray manor with the
shutters closed.
We have it in the ruins of a garden. Stalks break under his pimpled back. They
rise from beneath his armpits and ears while he lies still as a scarecrow. I have it
on top of him and then he has it with me, pressing my face against the cold stone
of the house.
His rapid pushing moves me closer and closer to the inside of the house. I can
almost smell bedroom. This is what I have, once dinner has been eaten.
Of course I want to believe in the holiday house Hedy describes while she
works at her yarn.
Bits of bark once used as mulch cut my knees in no discernable pattern. There
are many designs that can’t be crocheted, and on my walk back I try not to look at
anything measured in even rows. When I see an afghan on a lap, I rush by. I don’t
want to recognize Hedy’s petal mesh and know which woman is Aunty, not yet. In
case her house too is a hovel. In case Hedy made her up.

Gitta wants to hear about the little wife the whole way to the holiday house. My sister skips
like a fanfare stitch, crests of excitement rising in a happy little pattern.
The wife is so small, little sister, she never blushes and her dress is the color of this evergreen plant, just the color of this skein here. She is a miniature holly bush but soft as this yarn,
and she will never prick you, thinking you so pretty.
If she is a holly bush she must wear garnets and cornelians. Gitta plucks at her earlobes.
I snip a length of red yarn to tie around her neck, and look at you sister pretty as a lady! It is
good for me to practice being maid to a lady, since that is the job that will keep us warm in this
unseasonably cool autumn that portends a coldest winter, the proliferation of evergreens.
Hedy is confused, but it’s not as bad as I feared. It was exactly where Aunty
told her it would be, and the key Aunty gave her fit the back door lock.
It has taken Hedy two minutes to tour the house three times. There is not
much to it, but the house exists, and it’s the nicest place I have ever been inside.
There is a sitting room, a bedroom, and a kitchen. I sit on an upholstered chair
with wooden lions’ paws.
Hedy looks from the kitchen to the bedroom. The drawers are tooled with
roses and the sleigh bed is broad. Neither of these were built for maids. There are
no back or basement rooms like Hedy described. She backs toward the doorway. I
know I need to make a case.
‘Hedy,’ I say, ‘perhaps keeping house requires us to stay in the owners’ rooms,
to keep the house feeling lived-in. It is after all a holiday house, used only on occasion, and if no one slept in the owners’ bed it might grow hard and uncomfortable.’
My sister hates the idea of anything hard or uncomfortable. She squeezes a
ball of yarn like a hand. I put her in my seat and tighten her loop around her hook.
‘Perhaps,’ Hedy says after a line of chain stitches. When she has worked
enough to feel like herself again, she will go into the bedroom and inspect the afghans already spread on the sleigh bed. She will lay our own on top.
Early in the morning, I will leave her in the bedroom sleeping. I will use the
toilet room, sit in the sitting room, and prepare our breakfast in the kitchen. I will
take breaks to lean against doorways and run my hands down walls with an intimacy I have never had, but wanted. Which is already running up my legs from
the carpeted floor.

Sleep comes like a series of Solomon’s knots made with a thick hook and fragile thread, holes
in the knots between holes, the constant danger of catching on a doornail and unraveling the
length of the work. Gitta is the snore of a spinning wheel, my ever-constant.
Her brown hair laid out on this strange pillow. My fingers bend like combs till all the tangles
come out. Her hairs are thinner than any thread and need to be braided together for strength.
English style, herringbone braid, clockwise and counterclockwise plies, three and four hairs
at a time. My working hands, Gitta knows them.
Some time in the night, Hedy wrapped herself around me. Her body and her
stack of afghans are excessive. I have sweated.
The chest of drawers holds more colored dresses than I have ever seen in one
place, even on walks after dinner past garden parties. Hedy will worry and chide
me, but she has made me sweat. I change into a dark pink dress that smells impossibly like pollen and press my hands to my face to stop the sneeze.
In the kitchen are onions, boxes of coffee and tea, the bread we brought, and a
bottle of whiskey with two fingers left. It must belong to the gentleman who owns
the house, for holidays. I am remembering how to make coffee when he arrives.
He is Owen’s height but older and broader, wearing gray checked pants and a
shirt buttoned to his neck. His black beard is trimmed short. He kisses me on the
mouth.
I stop to ask his name. It is important to know a man’s name. Clive. He smiles
at me with dimples on his forehead and cheeks.
We lean against the wall and have it for half an hour at least. I could have it for
longer in this house, where it is easier and more amiable than in the fields, gardens, or woods. Clive has it evenly and skillfully, not grinding his teeth like Finn
or shouting out like Owen or Paul. I touch his beard and silent breathing mouth.
I have heard of houses like this. They are built for having it. As long as the occupant is happy to have it, she may have the house. Nothing could be better.
Gitta has taken liberties, coffee, onions, and a dress that is not hers. Sleeves with eyelets that
the tiny brown hairs of her arms slip through. She moves boldly through the house making the
air rush through the eyelets and tangle all the hairs.

Breakfast is strings of onions in broth on our bread, large portions but Gitta says look what
has been left for us! She holds an envelope over the pan.
The money inside is enough to buy a marriage bedspread needlepointed with great orange
roses like pumpkins, five wide panels of roses, like the last afghan I made which earned us this
amount of money. It is enough for food, yarn, and gifts for Gitta, enough to show my appreciation to Aunty as she requested for informing me of the position. Still more for gifts for Gitta,
food, and fancy yarn for me to work.
The owner of this house must be very wealthy says Gitta, wearing his wife’s dress with liberties. Gitta all morning pumped water, wiped surfaces, patted furniture, stoked the stove. Having figured out so quickly how to keep a holiday house, she sweeps air through the eyelets and
breathes all around the house to keep all the rooms feeling lived-in.
We are glad to be working together in a warm house as winter comes on. Gitta pats the solid
walls happily and smiles through doorways at me, drawing back and closing curtains.
Hedy watches me dust the corners. By the time the last corner is clean, something new has drifted into the first. It is most often bits of Hedy’s yarn, which fly
from the chair on which she sits all day, working.
I don’t mind that cleaning will achieve nothing or that it is not our job. ‘Leave
keeping the holiday house to me,’ I tell Hedy. She nods and ties off a row. I don’t
have to worry about her moving around too much and catching a glimpse of Clive.
He is a nice man and smarter than any country boy. He puts the eggshell on
the bedroom windowsill to show he is waiting, like I have asked him to. I check
the windowsill often and never leave him waiting long. He treats it like a game in
which we are the cleverest children of all.
Clive tells me he likes having it in the fallen leaves and lying in them after. He
holds me to keep me warm and we talk about the season. It reminds him of candy
apples, and horses, he says. He explains their smells.
I appreciate the dryness of the dying leaves, how they don’t stick to our skin
like soil, silt, or manure. Often I have it with him a second time, pressing him
against the house like Finn used to press me. I want to have it in the kitchen
again. I want to have it on the bed so much that lying in the leaves I feel afghans.
Inside I give Hedy our money. ‘It was on the front step,’ I say, though the door
opens right onto grass. Hedy stays too busy to notice small discrepancies. With

the pay we receive she could rest her hands, but she won’t. She makes a white
tablecloth of Catherine’s wheels, five sets of doilies, and a large navy afghan of
bows-on-a-row.
I stroke them for her. ‘They are lovely, very well done. You are finishing a lot
very quickly. It must be almost time to take them to town.’
‘Keepsake pocket pillows,’ she says and makes another slipstitch.
When will the owners take their holiday, and will we have to go back to our old house in the
cold of winter? I am interrupted in my wondering by Gitta saying silly Hedy, nothing to worry
about. Think about wealthy homeowners, they have to have a stoker for their stove. If they
came here and slept in the only bedroom, there would be no place for a stoker to sleep. Holiday
houses are mostly for summer, she says, stoking the stove herself.
Gitta is enjoying the many chores of the holiday house, the rearrangement of decorative
items and little games murmured to herself. Her flouncing sends her energy flying through the
air of the house, and I catch it with my hook to work into pillows.
Time for you to go to town now Hedy, says my sister. People will be ready to purchase your
work, not having seen you in so long. Gitta is in awe of my proliferation. Probably she is afraid
the pillows will fill up the house and she will be unable to get beneath them to dust, she is so
happy with the dusting. Gitta says she wants chocolate, please bring her chocolate from town,
covered in blue sugar but not pink or white.
She has never gotten to play scavenger hunt, having so little money until now. Gitta wraps
me up warm and scoots me to the door, my afghans and pillows in bags. If I find the perfect
chocolate, she promises, she will top a cake with it and call tomorrow my birthday. We have
never had a birthday, but now she says there is nothing we cannot have.
The eggshell taps the window three times and pauses before the fourth. His
hands flutter into the window in the shape of a butterfly, but the indiscretion will
harm nothing today. Hedy has gone to town. Clive and I could have it in the house
till evening.
I make my hands into a puppet of a duck and make it swim across the bottom
of the window. Clive will enjoy this. His butterfly tries to land on my duck. It
looks at the glass with consternation on its thumbs.
We are almost having it before I can pull him all the way into the bedroom. His

hands hold my waist from under my dress, fitting differently than they did at the
beginning of autumn. I have filled out. Clive and his holiday house have been good
to me.
Clive is sweeter than any boy. When I asked him to visit early today and have
it with me in the bedroom, he kissed my entire neck and said he would come any
time and place I wanted. He spoke with his dimples deeper than ever as if nobody
had ever especially asked him before. The women who lived here before me must
have been terrible at the position.
Having it in the bed is so much better than having it in fields, woods, dead or
live gardens, and piles of fallen leaves combined. I let my head sink between the
pillows while Clive pushes me further and further.
I choose a doily set to give Aunty with the money she has requested in thanks. Her house is
a closer walk than town, and I worry my appreciation may be late, so I walk to her house first.
About time she saw me, she says. But do I like the position, and it isn’t too hard on me, is it?
Her beige tea is not as good as coffee made by Gitta. I tell her I like my position very much
and do not find it hard at all.
Aunty laughs and laughs, saying that is not what she has heard from young ladies who have
had my position before. I shake my head and tell her it is my favorite position.
Well, dear, it is always important to find a position you can enjoy, she says, laughing so hard
she blows mucus from her nose. Gitta would be disgusted by Aunty’s unladylike behavior but
wipe it up immediately with grace. It is hard already to be away from my sister, to whom I am
woven. Aunty seems to be telling jokes that I do not understand, and I wish Gitta were telling
jokes instead and we were laughing together in the holiday house.
Aunty gives me two candies when I leave and I put them in my pocket. I want to give everything to Gitta. My hands twitch with the excitement of purchasing gifts from town for Gitta to
cuddle, to rearrange happily around the house. Gitta making everything pretty for us.
I rush down the road to buy her chocolate covered in blue sugar, glass rings, marbles, hair
ribbons, a little gift for every day until it is time to go to town again, because we have earned an
abundance, we work in a holiday house.
The holiday house nestled in the trees on the right side of the road to town, smoke pumping
up, guided by my sister, lights glowing through lace curtains because my sister does not want to
keep that kind of cozy warmth contained, wants it to slip out and follow me wherever I go, and

there I hear her now, shouting how much she loves.
I stretch as long as I can beneath Clive. My feet don’t touch the end of the bed,
and I don’t sink flat like I did in the pile of leaves. Clive’s thick belly folds around
mine, which holds it up. I stretch my arms as far as they will go toward the edges
of the bed and feel our having it straight to my fingers.
My fingernails grow. My chest and thighs grow to cushion my belly, where all
I have ever had is saved up. Clive has helped it grow, so I know what I will have
and that I will have more. He runs his fingers through my hair.
Gitta is inside the bedroom of the holiday house shouting. We are so huge! I love you Clive!
She is inside the bedroom not with her sister but with somebody else who is gruffly saying Gitta. Gitta Gitta. I want to push open the door and all the rocking walls, take Gitta to safety, but
the walls keep her safe from the coming winter and inside the door my Gitta is laughing.
Gitta was a baby with a toy boat and she laughed this way. Boat! she said. Take me away! It
was a red boat, crocheted it to keep her safe and playing at my feet. Yes Clive! shouts my sister
bobbing on the bed.
She has never laughed so happily and I cannot open the door. Instead, the yarn basket, and
hide myself in the kitchen to make a surprise for my sister. To keep her safe in the holiday
house, not being taken away by Clive.
My knobby fingers will not work. The slipknot catches on my fingernail, the chain is loose
and full of holes, it would be too easy to catch on a danger and unravel the whole of it.
This will be a bad boat, lumpy and sure to sink. No gifts from town to fill it with, no chocolate, ribbons, or glass rings. I was supposed to go to town. I should not have left my sister. What
can I give Gitta now when I am only waiting for her Clive to leave and her laughing to stop
again?
I will give her all I know, double, treble, picot, petal mesh, rendex-vous, heart bobble, chevron, butterfly, scallops, Saint George’s, Catherine’s Wheels, gilded fans, flying shells, twinkletwinkle, x-stitch, y-stitch, bows-on-a-row.
When I wake up in the night, Clive has gone and my hair is tied up in knots. It’s
the worst Hedy’s ever done. Every hair has been stitched into at least three other
hairs. It must have taken hours.

Nothing could make her so mad as me having it, what she has never had. Her
thick fingers clench and open near her face as if she hasn’t finished punishing me.
I light a candle and look in the mirror. I tug for a second but the whole mass
stays tight to my scalp. There will be no undoing this work. It will have to be
worn or cut off, and Hedy has knotted it down to the roots. It looks like a winter
hat.
Some pins make it look less permanent. I use all the pins I can find. Hedy
mumbles Clive’s name and tosses under the afghans.
Her noises wake up my insides. I wrap my arms around my waist to feel what
I have kicking. It is hungry. I promised Hedy I would make a cake.
There is no chocolate in the kitchen, or any other food that Hedy was supposed
to bring back from town. The cake will be poor and unadorned. We will eat it for
breakfast, a lesson about how we must both do our parts if we’re to have what we
want. I will explain the workings of the holiday house to Hedy.
She will be resistant, but I can show her how necessary my position is. Her
crocheting does the important jobs of keeping us clothed and fed, and my position
will keep us in a good house through the winter. Hedy is happy here, I will remind
her. I will give her a second piece of cake and pour on the last of the jam.
‘I want to keep it, Hedy,’ I will say. ‘Look at all we have now.’ Hedy has always
been a doting, giving sister. She will reach her swollen fingers toward my arm
and we will keep what I have gotten us for as long as we can.
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